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1. Assuring Timely CorrectiveýAction

Inthe past, TVA has not a~lways taken timely action to
resolve conditions adverse to quality (CAQ). in Its nuclear
activities, such as nonconforming items, noncompliances
with procedural or other requirements, and audit findings.
TVA has reviewed its various nuclear programs to ensure
that they contain adequate provisions -for timely resolution
of conditions adverse to quality and is implementing a
centralized s.).stem to track CAQ's in its nuclear activities.I

TVA's Nuclear Quality Assurance program defines quality
issues which must be tracked as CAQs.

Thp Tracking and

Reporting of Open Items (TROI) Computer System has been
selected as the single corporate system for tracking such
CAQs.

These conditions include items such as Nonconforming

Condition Reports, Corrective Action Reports, Significant
Condition Reports, Problem Identification Reports,
Discrepancy Reports, NRC and INPO audit findings and
deficiencies Identified inreports submitted to NRC (such
as 50.55(e) reports). This tracking system will identify
the condition, the significance of the condition, the group
responsible for determining a resolution for the condition,
the group responsible for implementing the resolution, a
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deadline for implementing the resolution. and whether or
not the condition has been closed. The deadlines will be
based upon the significance of the CAQ and failure to
satisfy a deadline or extensions of the deadline will be
flagged by the system to provide for increased management
Training of ONP personnel who

attention and involvement.

use TROI, in the characteristics and requirements of the
system was completed on May 5, 1986. The TROI data base is
controlled and maintained by the Division of Nuclear
Quality Assurance.

Work iscurrently inprogress to standardize the corrective
action program for all ONP organizations. This program
will have standard definitions of terms and conditions,
will use standard forms for reporting, and will provide for
improved generic reviews of CAQs.

A single computer program has been selected for trending of
corrective action documents.

The analysis of trend data

supplied by the computer program will be the responsibility
of line managers.

Additionally, DNQA will identify QA

trend indicators and perform a corporate-wide QA trend
analysis to support its QA assessment responsibility on an
-

ongoing basis. Corporate trend reports will be issued
periodically to assist in Identifying areas where increased
management attention isneeded.
the computer a* present.

Data Isbeing loaded into

Subsequent to loading of data,

line managers and ONQA will begin analyzing information to
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identify adverse trends. Although-analysis will begin

W

immediately after loading, full implementation of the trend
analysis effort will not be complete until the fall of 1986.

Implementation of the TROI system provides an effective
mechanism to facilitate the correction of safety-related
conditions adverse to quality ina timely manner and
ensures that conditions which are not resolved Ina timely
manner will be brought to management's attention.
Additionally, TROI provides a mechanism for identifying the
need to improve the timeliness of TVA's corrective actions
for nuclear activities should that become necessary.

2. Identification of the Root Cause of Problems

Some of the problems inTVA's nuclear activities have
recurred, indicating a need for improvements in the
identification of the root causes of the problems and in
the development of remedial action to preclude recurrence
of the problems.

TVA Isinthe process of reviewing its

various nuclear programs to ensure that they contain
appropriate provisions for identifying and addressing the
root causes of problems. Although the details of these
provisions have not yet been developed, guidelines for
their development have been established.- These guidelines
are described below.
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As discussed inthe previous section, CAQs innuclear
activities will be tracked and their s-ignificance will be
assessed. TVA will take two steps to identify the root
causes of these conditions.

First, each significant CAQ'

will be individually analyzed to determine its root cause
and to recommend action to remedy that cause. Second, each
CAQ will be placed invarious categories.,such as the group
responsible for causing the condition, the type of
condition, the type of item or matter which isdeficient,
and the immediate cause of the condition. An analysis will
be periodically performed to identify any adverse trends,
and these trends will be evaluated to determine their root
cause and to recommend action to remedy that cause.

In

both cases, management will be informed of any significant
conditions adverse to quality and any adverse trends, their
root causes, and the recommended action to remedy those
causes.

This will enable management to perform its own

assessment and-ensure that appropriate remedial action is
implemented.

Implementation of these guidelines will provide assurance
that the root causes of significant conditions adverse to
quality and adverse trends will be identified.

TVA will

then be ina position to develop corrective action which
addresses these root causes Inorder to preclude recurrence
of the adverse condition.
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3. Identification of Problems AD~licable to More Than One Plant

There have been instances when problems identified at
vai'3us nuclear plants throughout the country have not been
accounted for at TVA's plants and when problems identified
at one of TVA's nuclear plants have not been accounted for
at its other plants. TVA has taken action to address both
of these concerns.

Licensing personnel, under the direction of the Director of
Nuclear Safety and Licensing, will be responsible for
managing the TVA Nuclear Operating Experience Review
program system for internally and externally identified
problems or events. Under this system, significant
problems or events identified at other nuclear plants by
the NRC, INPO, NSSS vendors, and others, and significant
problems (events) identified at TVA's nuclear plants will
be made the subject of experience review reprts.

Operating experience Information (internal and external to
TVA) will be screened to determine applicability to TVA.
If it isdetermined that the problem isapplicable to TVA,
then an analysis will be performed to develop corrective
action recommendations or positions to be provided to
sites, engineering, and training to take Immediate
corrective action ifnecessary.
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A corporate nuclear operating experience database isbeing
developed to interface with all facets of the TVA nuclear
organization.

This database will provide TVA-wide access

and provide the necessary management tool to track all
experience review items. A feedback mechanism isbeing*
established to ensure that the completed operating
experience review recommendations, TVA. positions, and
Implementing requirements/guidance to sites, engineering,
and training personnel are factored into their respective
programs of operations, design, construction, and
training.

The enhanced Nuclear Operating Experience Review program
will ensure that significant problems identified at other
nuclear plants inthe country and at one TVA nuclear plant
will be evaluated for applicability to TVA's other plants.
This system will also provide a means for developing
remedial or preventive action for those problems which are
determined to be applicable-to TVA's nuclear plants.

E. Programmatic Improvements

TVA ismaking improvements invarious programmatic areas of Its
nuclear program. The improvements ineach area are discussed
ingeneral below. Plant-specific improvements in TVA's nuclear
program will be discussed inthe Nuclear Performance Plans for
each site.
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1. Imp~rovements inOperations

TVA has experienced problems associated with Its nuclear
operations and maintenance. Many of these problems
involved inadequate procedures, failure to comply with
procedures, weak operator training, and failure to identify
the root causes of problems.

As isdiscussed below, TVA

will be taking steps to address each of these areas.

a. As discussed inSection VI.C.l above, TVA is
conducting reviews e~f its nuclear procedures. These
reviews will emphasize upgrading of TVA's nuclear
operation, maintenance, and surveillance procedures to
correct documented deficiencies, incorporate
organizational changes, and reflect plant
modifications.

In particular, these reviews will focus

on the technical content and clarity of TVA's nuclear
operation and surveillance procedures.

TVA's long-term

procedures upgrade program will assure that recent
industry and NRC concerns, such as human factors
considerations, are properly accounted for inthe
procedures.

TVA's nuclear management has placed increased emphasis
on procedure compliance and will monitor for
noncompliance.

For example, supervisors who are
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responsible for work activities will be required to
ensure that proper procedures are identified to control
the activities and that personnel performing the work
are required to follow the procedure or obtain an
approved temporary change to the procedures.
Additionally, the nuclear headquarters staff and the
site QA manager will be directed to monitor for
compliance with procedures when conducting their plant
performance assessment activities.

Finally, TVA's

nuclear procedures will specify progressive
disciplinary action to be imposed for failure to follow
procedures.

b. TVA has taken and istaking steps to improve its
nuclear operator training.

As discussed inSection

IV.E.3, TVA isconsolidating responsibility for nuclear
training activities under the Director of Nuclear
Training.

Additionally, TVA ismaking plant-specific

improvements inoperator training.

TVA continues to

aggressively pursue INPO accreditation for nuclear
power training programs elig-ible for accreditation.
Currently, eight programs at SQN, one at WBN, and one
at BFN are fully accredited, leaving two at SQN, nine
at WBN, and nine at BVN to be accredited.
Self-evaluation reports have been submitted to INPO on
eight of the programs (four at WON, four at 8FN) and
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accreditation isexpected inthe second half of 1986.
Additionally, the remaining five programs at BFN will
be submitted, with accreditation expected later inthe
year. The remaining WBN programs (the three Operator
rraining Programs, the STA Training Program, and the
Tecnnical Staff and Managers- Trafning Program) will be
submitted after fuel load of WON unit I has been
completed.

c. Finally, TVA istaking other steps to identify problems
and improve its nuclear operation and maintenance
activities. These steps include the following:

The ONP headquarters organizations will have
personnel with expertise inoperations,
maintenance, chemistry, health physics, planning,
scheduling, and other disciplines relevant to the
overall operation and maintenance of nuclear
plants.

These personnel will assist management

with the development of TVA poli~cy, goals, and
objectives for operation and maintenance
activities.

They will also monitor implementation

of policy through onsite assessments of plant
programs and observation of work activities, and
assess site performance through review of
performance data.
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An expanded corporate nuclear performance~gamztng..
system isbeing developed.

This system

1

i

provide for the collection of key performance~_,ý
indicators for trending and analystsý by-thej~
approprilate nuclear headquarters technk'.:i stff

* TVA will implement a system engineer program at
each nuclear site.

->

The system engineers will be

responsible for monitoring system performance and-_
ensuring feedback into preventive maintenance
programs, ensuring in-depth analysis and cor4rectvi-i
action for system problems.

d. In sum, TVA isreviewing and upgrading its nuclear
operation, maintenance, and surveillance procedures,
has placed increased emphasis on compliance with
nuclear procedures, and has taken steps 'to ide~htify any
developing problems innuclear operations. These
actions should help improve the safety of operation of
TVA's nuclear plants.

2. Improvements inMaintenance

In recent years, TVA's nuclear plants have experienced
problems inthe area of nuclear maintenance. As discussed
below, TVA ismaking improvements in this area.
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-a

-Secoiido-the planning process for nuclear mai-ntenance
activities isbeing upgraded.

The full scope of each major

maintenance activity will be defined-in advance of
performing the ac-tivity, will be r~oordinated-with the
-appropriate organizations including operations and quality
assurance,- and will be completed prior to closeout of the
work item.

This will include identification of procedures

to be tised, equipment needed, Quality assuranre
requirements. and postmaintenance testing requirements.
-W~here feasible, checklists will be used to ensure that all
applicable requirements have been considered and included__
as necessary and that the coordination with other
9_rganizations has been completed.
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-Additionally, training of nuclear maintenance personnel is
also-being u~pgraded at all sites.

L

The instrument

training programs at Sequoyah:;, Watts Bar, and
Browns'Ferry have been Accredited by INPO, and

Ltechnician

accraditation isbeing aggressively pursued for the
-

electrical and mechanical maintenance training programs at
each

of

those

sites.

The

self-evaluation

reports

for

Sequoyah and Watts Bar have 'been submitted to INPO and the
-Browns Ferry report will be submitted before the end of
1986.

This- is a-longý-term program which when fully

implemented

will-result

in

a

system

where

maintenance

activities that require specialized skills will be
Identified and only those personnel evaluated as possessing
the

requisite

skills

will

be

assigned

responsibility

for

performing the work.

Insum, TVA Is reviewing ano upgrading its nuclear
operation, maintenance, and surveillance procedures, has
placed increased emphasis on compliance with nuclear
procedures, and has taken steps to identify any developing
problems innuclear operations.

These actions should help

Improve the safety of operation of TVA's nuctear plants.

As an initial step to fully evaluate the maintenance area,
the newly formed Nuclear Managers Review Group (NMRG) has
been charged with the responsibility of conducting a
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review of corrective and preventive

-comprehensive

maintenance

At

Browns

Ferry,

Sequoyah,

and

Watts

Bar

Nucl-ear Plants.

3. Improvements inWelding

Approximately 400 welding concerns have been identified
through tt~e Employee Concerns Special Program at Watts Bar
Nuclear Plant. These concerns indicated a need for
investigation of the adequacy of TVA's overall nuclear
welding program.

As isdiscussed Indetail inTVA's letter to the NRC dated
January 17, 1986 (Ref. 6), WVA has formed a Welding Project
to perform such an investi gat ion.

The Welding Project is

composed of managers and -4penior engineev's-from the Division
of Nuclear Engineering, Division of Nuclear Construction,
Division of Nuclear Quality Assurance and representatives
of nuclear corporate staff. Consultants and outside
contractors are also being used to provide certain
expertise and perform independent evaluations.

The Welding Project isutilizing a two-phase approach to
examine welding programs at all TVA nuclear plants.
objectives of Phase I are to ensure that TVA welding
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requirements and specifications are correctly reflected in
the program for each plant and to identify and categorize
concerns/deficiencies ineach program. These objectives
will be accomplished by (1) reviewing TVA commitments to
NRC and verifying that TVA's welding programs reflect these
commitments, and (2)assembling, 'identifying, and
categorizing various indicators of the quality of welding
(including employee concerns), and analyzing these
Indicators to determine their implications with respect to
the adequacy of TVA's nuclear welding program. Following
this analysis, the Melding Project will determine the
adequacy of the nuclear welding program to control welding
and ident ify any deficiencies in the program and to propose
corrective actions or improvements.

The purpose of Phase Ilfor each plant Isto evaluate the
adequacy of implementation of TVA's nuclear welding
procedures, verify that the Installed weldments meet
requirements or are adequate for service, correct
identified welding deficiencies, and implement changes to
prevent recurrenc~e of these deficiencies.

This purpose

will be accomplished by performing independent audits of
nuclear welding program implementation.

Additionally, the

Melding Project will evaluate the need for reinspection of
welds based upon the results of the independent audits and
the analyses of the quality indicators InPhase 1.
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Following this evaluation. reinspections of welds will be
performed ifwarranted. Any deficiencies identified as a
result of the independent audits and reinspections will be
subject to appropriate corrective action.

The evaluations inPhases I and 11 will enable TVA to
determine ifthe nuclear welding program and the
safety-related welds are adequate to support operation of
the plants. Once the plants are operational, TVA will
-continue to rely on the QA/OC program and inservice
inspections to assure that a high quality welding program
isbeing maintained.

At the conclusion of this welding program examination, TVA
will initiate appropriate changes to the program.

4. Improvements inthe Control of Design Changes and Plant
Modifications

TVA's nuclear plants have experienced problems inthe area
of controlling design changes and plant modifications.
has made several improvements inthis area. These
improvements are described below.
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As discussed inSection IV.E.2, engineering and design
activities performed for TVA's nuclear power plants, both
under construction and inoperation, are performed under
the centralized control of the Division of Nuclear.
Engineering ODNE). Each site issupported by an
engineering project team headed by a project engineer
responsible for all engineering on site.
Among other things the project team assures that design
changes are reviewed and approved by engineering personnel
for compliance with technical specifications and other
regulatory requirements and commitments.
Additionally, responsibility for the accuracy, adequacy
and control of all drawings and technical documents has
been assigned to the Division of Nuclear Engineering.
Engineering will validate the as-constructed drawings and
control changes to them as modifications are approved and
made inthe plant configuration. By placing this
responsibility within one organization, TVA will help
assure that design changes and nuclear plant modifications
receive-appropriate engineering review and approval and
that drawings and other technical documents accurately
reflect the actual plant configuration.
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DRE isresponsible for all engineering and' design
functions.

ItIsDNE's responsibility to control the

technical and administrative requirements for engineering
activities. Technical direction at all sites will emanate
from one source, the responsible technical branch.
A demonstration of how centralized responsibility can
eliminate previous design control problems can be seen In
respect to problems with *as-built" drawings. Previously.
there were two sets of drawings applicable to plant
systems, the *as-designed' drawing which represented
engineering's efforts and the "as-constructed" drawing
which represented construction/ modification effort. With
dual engineering responsibility. the two drawings were not
always reconciled when the work was complete. With
centralized resronsibillity. ONE has sole responsibility for
the engineering Integrity and accuracy of drawings. This
results Inone set of drawings accurately reflecting the
plant configuration and reconciled with engineering
requirements through a controlled design process.
For plant modifications, the centralization of engineering
responsibility Improves the accuracy of plant documentation
by utilizing consolidated plant modification packages.
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F. Continuing Evaluations
TVA has evaluated the various elements of Its nuclear program
and has Identified fundamental problems. The short- and
long-term improvements to be made InIts nuclear management
systems and programs are described herein. These Improvements
are being Incorporated Into th~e CUP Policies and Directives
which will define plans, programs. and procedures needed for
Implementation. As the ONP proceeds with the Implementation
phase of the Nuclear Performance Plan. further Improvements to
these programs may be Identified. ItIsexpected that the NHPG
reviews and audits such as the INPO audit conducted for the TVA
Board, will provide a measure of the effectiveness of TVA's
programs and guide evaluations for possible future
improvements.

TVA will keep the NRC informed of any

significint developments Inthis area.
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TVA has already Implemented many of the Improvements described In
this revised Corporate Nuclear Performance Plan. and many other
Improvements will be implemented within a short period of time.
Moreover. before TVA operates any of Its nuclear plants. Itwill
Implement those Improvements which are essential for TVA to assure
effective management of Its nuclear activities.
The Improvements which TVA considers essential for the effective
management of Its nuclear activities are as follows:
* Installing a new senior nuclear manatement tea
Improvement Isessentially complete.

-

This

Although TVA expects that

a few additional changes will be made InIts middle-level and
senior nuclear managers, the central Core of TVA's new senior
management IsInplace and Issufficient to provide the
necessary leadership and direction for TVA's nuclear progam.
* Rstructuring of TVAs nuclear orEainaiontl

-

TVA's nuclear

organization has been restructured and the responsibility and
authority for management of all of Its nuclear activities has
been central ized Inthe Office of Nuclear Power.

The new ONP

organiztion was approved on may 23. 1966 establishing the
structure for the anagr of Nuclear Powe, through the
division directors to the branch managers.

*

Responsibility and

Accountability Profiles are being developed and the lower tiers
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of the organization are being finalized. Although sone minor
realignments my occur after this tin. they will not affect
TVA's ability to establish clear lines of authority and
responsibility and to provide centralized direction and control
of Its nuclear activities.
Establishine the TVA MfIce of Nuclear oWer ISMlie Concern
Proorm

-

This program has already been established and Is

being Implemented.
In addition to the above actions. TVA has as a part of Its
evaluations. listed the commitments that have been mad# Inthis
Volume 1. tn so doing, Ithas classified (iizch as to whether ItIs
an onging activity (0), a program or activity that must be
complete prior to restart of Sequoyah (R). or a long-term program
(L) that will be completed as this Nuclear Performance Plan Is
ImPlemented. This listing Isset forth InAppendix I together with
TVA's current appraisal of progress on the item as it relates to
those portions Of the activities or efforts applicable to the
restart of Sequoyah.

Further~specIf'1C actions will be Identified

Inthe plant-specific Nuclear Performac Plans or Inother

submissions to the UC. TVA will Implement these actions
expeditioosly In order to further Increase the effectiveness of Its
management.

-
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TVA has taken several steps to improve the managemet Of Its
nuclear program and to restore employee confidence InTVA's
management.

These stops Include (1) Installing a new experienced

senior nuclear mnagment team to provide leadership and direction
for TVA's nuclear activities. (2) restructuring TVA's nuclear
organization to provide clear lines of authority and
responsibility and provide centralized management of TVA's nuclear
program. (3) establishing an Employee Concern Program to Identify

and resolve employee concerns regarding TVA's nuclear activities.
and (4) taking various actions to Improve TVA's nuclear management
Programs. such as establshing a Corporate Comiltuent Tracking
System, upgrading the corrective action prograw to provide for

timely and effective corrective action, and providing Centrai~zed
planning, scheduling. and budgting. Additionally. TVA Is
continuing to evaluate specific elements of Its nuclear program to
determine whether further improvements can be made.

As a result

of this process. TVA will have taken significant action to address
the root cause of the prcblem In TVA's nuclear program and to
assure that TVA's plants can be softly operated.

-
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1. Letter dated September 17. 1985. from William 3. Dircks (NRC)
to Charles Dean (TVA). with Enclosure 1,SALP foard Repot.
and Enclosure 2.Request for Information Linder 10 CFR 50.54(f)
Related to Staff Concerns.
2. Letter dated November 1.1965. from Charles Dean (TVA) to
William J.Dircks (MAC) transmitting TVA's Corporate Nuclear
Performance Plan.
3. Letter dated December 20. 1985. from 5. 3.Youngblood (1010 to
N.G.Parris (TVA).
4. Letter dated Nay 2.1966. from S. A. White (TVA) to Victor
Stello (US0)

enclosing the Office of Nuclear Powe (CUP)

E~loyee Concern Program.
S. Letter dated Jawury 1S. 1916. from S.A.White (WIA) to
Victor Stello 000C regarding briefings with the TVA board.
6. Letter dated Janury 17. 1966, from J. A. Doonr (TVA) to
Narold I.Denton (NSC). with enclosures.

I. Letter dated Narch 10. I6M from S. A. White (WVA)

to

Nmuao Paliadino (00C forwarding the revised Corporafte
Nuclear Performane Plan.

al W
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4. Letter dated May 1.1936 from B. J. Youngblood (NRC) to Steven
A.- Nlte (TVA) and Enclosure.
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APPENDIX 1
MEMORANDUM OF-UNDERSTANDING

This MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING. dated January 3, 1986, Isbetween
the Board of Directors of the Tennessee Valley Authority, having a
principal place of business at 400 West Summit Hill Drive, Knoxville.
Tennessee 37902, (TVA) and Steven A. White, 119 Chestnut Ridge Road,
Charlottesville. Virginia 22901.
WHEREAS, the B"rd of Directors has created the Office of Nuclear
Power to perform the activities relating to the TVA nuclear power program
and has designated Steven A. White as Manager of Nuclear Power and
Mr. White has agreed to serve insuch a position;
WHEREAS, the Board of Directors has established and Mr. White has
accepted as the objectives of this arrangement to provide TVA with
management capability so that at the end of the two-year period TVA's
nuclear power program will be improved and TVA will have enhanced
capability to manage the program with permanent TVA personnel; and
WHEREAS, the-parties desire to confirm their agreements concernirg
the manner inwhich the psition of Manager of Nuclear Power shall be
filled and the authority and responsibilities asscciated with said
position.
NOW, THEREFORE,-the parties agree as follows:
1. TVA has entered-into a Loan Agreement with Stone & Webster
Engineering Corporation (the Loan Agreement) dated as of the date hereof
whereby the services of Steven A. White and certain other personnel are
made available to TVA and Mr. White isdesignated to fill the position of
Manager of Nuclear Power,
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2.' The Manager of Nuclear Power will- have d'.'rect authority and
responsibility for the management, control and supervision of TVA's
entire nuclear power program, including but not limited to, the design.
construction, maintenance and operation of all existing or planned P/A
nuclear power plants. The Manager of Nuclear Power shall have the
authority to establish management and operating policies and procedures
related to P/A's nuclear power program. The Manager of Nuclear Power
shall also have the authority to hire, remove, assign, reassign, or
direct any personnel supplied by outside cortractors, and subject to
the
approval of the Board of Directors with respect to senior level TVA
managers inaccordance with existing reservation of authorities by the
P/A Board, any TVA personnel engaged innuclear power program activities
as he may deem necessary or desirable to implement such policies or
procedures. Recognizing that the nuclear power program isan essential
part of an integrated power system and TVA's regional agency efforts, the
Manager of Nuclear Power shall coordinate the activities and functions of
the Office of Nuclear Power with those of other TVA offices. Using
existing TVA organizations and systems as appropriate, the Manager of
Nuclear Power stall be responsible for all personnel, planning,
scheduling, recqlatory, licensing, engineering, construction,
operational, qu~-lity assurance, traini-4, maintenance, and other
technical or administrative matters relating to the TVA nuclear power
program and shall have the authority to review and approve, and subject
to the approval of the General Manager and the Board of Directors,
redirect and/or restructure the activities and functions of any existing
TVA office inthese~ areas insofar as they pertain to the nuclear power
program. The Manager of Nuclear Power shall be TVA's principal spokesman
on public information matters, using TVA's Information Office to
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facilitate the dissemination of information to the public inkeeping with
TVA's existing policies of providing information to the public openly.
promptly. and accurately on all nuclear power matters. The Manager of
Nuclear Power shall be the primary line manager with responsibility to
determine the need foe,. requisition, technically evaluate, and receive
-all materials and services required for the nuclear power program.

The

Division of Purchasing. which isa TVA service organization, will
continue to serve the Office of Nuclear Power on all such matters; but
upon review, the Manager of Nuclear Pow~er shall have the authority, with
the approval of the General Manager and Board of Directors, to redirect
and/or restructure the activities and functions of that division as they
pertain to the nuclear power program. The Manager of Nuclear Power shall
*

have direct responsibility for providing nuclear power program budget and
financial information to the General Manager and Board and for developing
and recommending nuclear power program budgets for Board approval.

The

Manager of Nuclear Power isauthorized and directed to cooperate fully
with the United States Nuclear ~"zulatory Commission and any other agency
or entity, governmental or otherwi~se, with jurisdiction over or interest
inTVA's nuclear power program to assure the safe, reliable and efficient
design, construction, operation, and maintenance of TVA's nuclear
facilities, and shall be responsible for all aspects of TVA's relations
with such agencies and entities.
3. The Manager of Nuclear Power shall have direct access to the
TVA Board of Directors and shall report directly to the General Manager
and the Board of Directors.
*

The Manager of Nuclear Power may be removed

only by the Board of Directors.

The responsibilities and functions of
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the Nuclear Advisor to the TVA Board shall be subsumed within the Office
of Nuclear Power. With the exception of the Inspector General and
General Counsel functions, all internal TVA activities or functions
and/or outside contractors currently reporting to the TVA Board with
respect to the TVA nuclear power program shall report to the Manager of
Nuclear Power.

Within sixty (60) days an outside, independent nuclear

safety review group will be established to report to the TVA Board.
The Nuclear Safety Review Staff will be assigned to the Manager of
Nuclear Power.

(*See
Footnote)

The Manager of Nuclear Power shall be authorized to

contract for such personnel services as he shall deem necessary to
support the WVA nuclear power program or the functions of the Office of
Nuclear Power. Inaddition to the specific powers described herein, the
Manager of Nuclear Power isauthorized to undertake or have the
appropriate WVA office or outside contractor(s) undertake, such studies,
activities, or programs he deems necessary to improve the safety,
reliability, or efficiency of TVA nuclear facilities and to take any
other actions that he deems necessary or appropriate to Improve the
effectiveness of the overall management of TVA's nuclear power program
and carry out the purposes of this Memorandum of Understanding.
4. TVA shall provide the Manager of Nuclear Power with all of the
technical, managerial, administrative, and clerical support staff, office
space, office services, equipment, transportation and other resources and
support services which said Manager deems necessary or appropriate to
carry out the function of his office.
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5. The foregoing authorities and responsibilities of the Manager
of Nuclear Power shall be subject to the reservations of authority inthe
TVA Code to the General Manager and the Board of Directors.

As Manager

of Nuclear Power, Mr. White will be subject to all applicable TVA rules
and procedures covering TVA employees. including specifically the
regulations and other requirements on employee conduct, conflicts, and
ethics.
6. Both parties hereto u~tderstand and agree that Mr. White Is-an
employee and principal owner of the STEMAR Corporation and that the
services of Mr. White, and up to five (5)additional personnel, are being
provided to TVA under the Loan Agreement through a separate agreement
between the Stone & Webster Engineering Corporation (SWEC) and STEMAR.
The Board of Directors has examined the existing relationship between
STEMAR and SWEC and has determined that Mr. White's interests in STEMAR
and STEMAR's contractual relations with SWEC are not so substantial as- to
be deemed likely to affect the integrity of the services which TVA
expects from'Mr. White, and that Mr. White shall therefore not be
precluded from exercisin'g the full extent of his authorities and
responsibilities as Managef of Nuclear Power with respect to the exifsting
contracts between SWEC and TVA, including the Loan Agreement and the
Contract for Management and Support Services dated as of the date
hereof.
7. The parties understand and agree that the contractual aspects
of the relationship between TVA and the Manager of Nuclear Power shall be
governed hoy the terms and conditions set forth inthe Loan Agreement.

Rev isi on
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INWITNESS WHEREOF, Steven A. White, and with the approval and at
the direction of the Board of Directors, TVA's General Manager have
executed this Memorandum of Understanding as evidenced by their
respective signatures:

Original signed W.-F. Willis
General Manager
Tennessee Valley Authority

Original signed Steven A. White
Steven A. White

Approved by the individual
members of the TVA Board:

Original signed C. H.Dean 1/3/86

Original signed John B. Waters 1/3/86

Original signed Richard M. Freeman 1/3/86

*At the time the Board executed this Memorandum of Understanding with the
Manager of Nuclear Power, itwas anticipated that an outside nuclear
safety review group to advise the Board would be created. Since
then, the TVA Board has decided that such a group is not needed; see
letter from C. H. Dean to Chairman Palladino dated May 16, 1986.
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APPENDIX 2
TVAIS RESPONSE TO NRC REQUEST FOR INFORMATION UNDER 10 CFR 50.54(f)
RELATED TO STAFF CONCERNS REGARDING CORPORATE ACTIVITIES

NRC REQUEST

1. Describe actions planned by the TVA Board of Directors to remain
informed and involved inImproving nuclear plant performance at
TVA. including actions to improve corporate oversight, direction
and support of nuclear activities.

TVA RESPONSE

Ingeneral, the TVA Board of Directors will remain informed and
involved inimproving nuclear performance at TVA by establishing
a single manager (Manager of Nuclear Power) who will be
responsible for all of TVA's nuclear activities and by having him
report directly to the General Manager and the Board of
Directors. Additionally, the Board isestablishing an Office of
Inspector General and a nuclear safety review group as additional
sources of informat'.- and advice. These functions are described
inmore detail inSection VIA.)..

L
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TVA's actions to improve corporate oversight, direction. and
support of nuclear activities ingeneral consist of establishing
a new senior management team for Its nuclear program (see Section
lIIIA for details) and consolidating its nuclear headquarters

groups within a single organization with the authority and
responsibility for providing technical direction and control of
TVA's nuclear site activities (see Section IVfor details).
Other actions which will improve corporate oversight, direction,
and support include upgrading TVA's nuclear management systems
and controls (see Section VI.C for details), upgrading TVA's
corrective action program (see Section VI.. for details), and
making improvements invarious programmatic elements of TVA's
nuclear program (see Section VI.E for details).

NRC EUS

2. Describe management changes made subsequent to the SAIP period to
strengthen your regulatory performance, including experience and
qualifications of new assignees.

TVA RESPONSE

Ingeneral, TVA has made several management changes subsequent to
the SAIP V period which will have the effect of strengthening its

Appendix 2
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regulatory performance.

These changes Include installing a new

senior nuclear management team (see Section III.A for details),
consolidating its nuclear group wider a single manager who
reports directly to the General Manager and the TVA Board of
Directors (see Section IV for details), establishing provisions
for improving upper management awareness of and involvement in
resolving problems which may develop inTVA's nuclear pirogram
(see Section VI.B for details), improving TVA's nuclear
management system and controls (see Section VI.C for details).
upgrading TVA's corrective action program (see Section VI.D for
details), and making various programmatic improvements (see
Section VI.E for details). The experience and qualifications of
TVA's new managers are summarized inSection III.A, and the
resumes of TVA's new senior managers are provided inAppendix 4.

NRC REQUEST

3. Provide a detailed description of your corporate controls to
assure an integrated coirmitment tracking system. Demonstrate
that the various headquarters office tracking systems
(construction, engineering, licensing and nuclear power) are
included inthe Integrated commitment tracking system such that
plant operational a~nd licensing requirements will be met.

-
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TVA RESPONSE

TVA has established a Corporate Commitment Tracking System (CCTS)
to provide Integrated tracking of TVA's commitments to the NRC.
The individual tracking systems that have been used by various
TVA nuclear groups are being reviewed to assure that CCIS is
complete. Upon completion of this review, the CCTS will be used
by all elements of TVA's nuclear organization.

Details regarding

the CCTS are provided inSection VI.C.3.

NRC REQUEST

4. Provide a description of your program for e~scalating Quality
Assurance Audit Findings to assure timely resolution of those
findings.

TVA RESPONSE

TVA has established a procedure (DQAI-104) for escalating Quality
Assurance Audit findings to ensure timely resolution of those
findIngs.

That procedure isattached.

Additionally, TVA Is

planning-to take additional action to ensure timely resolution of
conditions adierse to quality. That action Isdescribed In
Section Vl.D.I.

TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY
DIVISION OF QUALITY ASSURANCE INSTRUCTION
No.

Title:

DOAI- 104

Rev.

0

ESCALATION OF RESPONSIBILITY FOR DEVIATION
COP"ECTIVE ACTION

OTitli
1.0

ESCALATION OF RESPONSIBILITY FOR DEVIATION
e:CORRECTIVE ACTION

fNggAM4047 Rev. 0

PURPOSE

To provide a systematic method of involving successively higher levels of DQA
and line management in a process to achieve prompt and effective corrective
action related to conditions adverse to quality.

Alito, to assign to

successive levels of DQA management the responsibility for ensuring that line
managers are aware of the current status and have the necessary background
inf~ormation related to the citation to facilitate their understanding of the
problem and needed corrective action.
2.0

SCOPE
'this procedure applies to-all identified corrective action reports (CARs) and
audit deviations wherein a OQA manager, QA evaluator or QA engineer determines
that:
ka)

corrective action or the proposal thereof is not being accomplished in a
timely manner.

(b)

agreement cannot be achieved for appropriate corrective action, or

(c)

corrective action taken is inappropriate and/or inadequate for the cited
condition and resolution with the rqsponsible organization is not being
obtained.

13.0

REFERENCES
3.1

10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion XVI, "Corrective Action"

3.2

DQAI-312, "Quality Audit Program

3.3

NQAK, Part III, Section 7.2, "Corrective Action"

.3.4

DQAI-204, "Handlinis of Central Office Corrective Action Reports and

-

Quality Audit Branch"

Discrepancy Repuz-:;'
3.S

DQAI-41., "Quality Audit Program -Procurement

Evaluation Branch

Engineering and Construction Evaluation Group (PEB-E&CEG)"I
3.6

DQAI-413, "Quality Audit Program

-

Procurement Evaluation Branch

Procurement and Support Sevvices Evaluation Group (PE8-PP & SSEG)",

I VA% Itsai tuP'm~j4.3)
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4.0
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ABBREVIATIONS AND DEFINITIONS
Audit

4.1

A formal, independent examination with intent to verify

-

conformance with established requirements
4.2

Corrective Action

-

Those measures taken by the' responsible organization

(cited organization) to correct and prevent a recurrence of the
identified deviation
4.3

Corrective Action Report (CAR)

-

A report used by organizations other

than QAB to document noncompliance in accordance with reference 3.3.
Deviation

4.4

-

Any noncompliance or nonconformance identified and

documented by the auditing, orga.nizat ion
4.5

E&CEG

4.6

Noncompliance

Engineering and Construction Evaluation Group

-

A deviation from or violation of established regulatory,

-

drawing, or procedural requirements
4.7

OQAB

4.8

PEB

-Procurement

4.3

P&E

-Power

and Engineering

4.10

PEG

-Plant

Evaluation Group

4.11

PP&SSEG

4.1?

Plant QA Staff

4.13

PSS

-

Evaluation Branch

Plant Procuri~m'!nt and Support Services Evaluation Group
-

An element of OQAI3 located at the nuclear plant site

Planning and Support Staff

-

_AB
- Quality Audit Branch

4.14
4.15

Quality Assurance Branch

-Operations

gA

Evaluator

-

An individual traine~d, qualified, and certified as an

- auditor or lead auditor
4.16

SS PGH

4.17

Surveillance

Sup port Services Programs Group
-

A formal act requiring the physical presence to monitor

by observation the designated activities to assure that they are
performed in a specified manner
4.18

VIAS

-

Verification Improvement Administration System, used in the audit

L.
program to status and, track audit deviation reports.
TVA 7842 (OPM.3.75)
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RESPONSIBILITIES
5.1

The Heads, SS PGM, PEG, PP&SSEG and E&CEG shall conduct regular
follow-up actions or assign QA evaluators to conduct follow-up actions
for each audit deviation identified in ordoA to monitor rebponse
timeliness and corrective action progress as well is to verify the
accuracy and adequacy of completed corrective actions.

5.2

The Supervisor. Plant QA Staff shall ensure that verification of
corrective actions required by CARs are conducted to establish the
timeliness, accuracy, and adqquacy in accordance with the site specific
procedures.

5.3

The Head, Programs Applications Group shall-ensure that verification of
corrective actions required by CARs against offsite organizations are
conducted to establish timeliness, accuracy, and adequacy in accordance
with reference 3.4.

5.4

The Chiefs, QAB, QSB, and PEB; and Supervisors, Plant QA Staffs shall
each provide a program coordinator(s) who shall be responsible for
establishing a system for tracking and identifying the current status of
deviations and CARs.

5.5

This may be accomplished using VIAS.

The Chiefs, QAB, QSB, and PEB; and Supervisors, Plant QA Staffs shall
forward to the Director, OQA, a memorandum of escalation and a copy of
Escalation Report (Attachment 1) when it is determined that the
escalation criteria of section 6.1.2. or when appropriate, section
6.1.1, has been met.

5.6

The Director, OQA shall arrange for regularly scheduled meetings with
appropriate directors and managers and, as warranted, call special
meetings to effect resolution of deviations or CARs.

The Director shall

also escalate problem resolution to the Manager, P&E, when justified by
corrective action performance.
V~
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PROCEDURE/REQUIREMENTS
6.1

Escalation Criteria
6.1.1 Audit deviation reports or CARs may be escalated within OQA for
resolution by successive levels of managelnent up to the Director,
DQA, when any of the followinpt steps in the corrective action
process do not occur as required:
6.1.1.1

Response. to the re~port is
due date or Within 30 or

roreived by the requested
-' 1-1iar dlays (for CARs and

audit deviation reports, respectively) whichever is the
earliest.
6.1.1.2

The corrective action response from the responsible
organization is not adeq1uat' either in plan or schedule.

6.1.1.3

Corrective action implemetitation does noL proceed as
committed to in the responsible organization's approved
corrective action plan and schedule.

6.1.1.4

Verification of corrective action completion discloses
that the corrective action has not been completed as
stated.

6.1.2 CARs and audit deviation reports SHALL. be escalated for resolution
by-the Director, OQA, under the foll,,winp, circumstances:
6.1.2.1

When the signif icance of Ihe noncompliance or associated
corrm.ctivo' Acrinn warra1nt-; eirly invo)lvement by the
iDirector, UQA.

6.1.2.2

Response to the audit; deviation report is ~aot received
within So calendar days of the audit report date or the
response for a CAR has not been received within 45
calendar days (30 days-for CARs determined to be
significant).

TVA 1842 (0 PM
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When the responsible DQA organization has determined the
initial and second response to the noncompliance report
Z- be unacceptable.

6.1.2.4

Upon receipt of-a second request from the cited
organization to extend the originAl correctiva action
completion date.

6.1.2.5

If, after the committed date to complete corrective
action (C/A) has_ elapsed, it is determined that the C/A
is incomplete or unacceptable based on the results of a
second follow-up (or the first follow-up-after an
approved extension to the C/A commitment date).

6.1.2.6

When direct contact by the responsible Group-Head. Plant
QA-Staff Supervisor, the assigned QA evaluator, or the
--Ch-ief, QAB, QSB. o-r PEB tails to achieve the results
required by either the QA audit program or CAR
procedures for responsiveness, timeliness, corrective
action, or recurrenc". control.

6.2

The assigned prerram coordinator is to review the status and tracking
program data on 3 routine basis (weekly or daily) and-,-as applicable,
update the current status of each noncompliance.

The program

coordinator shall also complete a status and tracking program entry to
record each escalation of a noncompliance.
6.3

In accordance with references 3.2, 3.4. and 3.5 requirements, the
responsible Plant QA Staff Supervisor or group head in QAB, QSB, or PEB
shall respond to requests from the program coordinator for the conduct
of follow-up and the evaluation of noncompliance (audit and CAR)
rwsponses.
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6.3.1 The responsible supervisor or group head. in accordance with
references 3.2, 3.4, and 3.5 or plant site procedure. shall

conduct or assign regular, ongoing. follow-up reviews for each
open t:oncowmpliance report and associated corrective action.

As

necessary, direct contact with section and group managers at the
facility or activity location shall be made concerning the
required actions.

paragraph 6.1.

Escalation shall be used consistent with

Actions taken shall be documented and submitted

to the program coordinator.
-

6.3.2

*QA

When the Plant QA Supervisor; group head in QAB, _QSB. or PEB; or
evaluator has indicated escalation may be necessary based on
the guidance of section 6.1.1, the Plant QA Staff Supervisor and
Chief, QAB. QSB, or PEB shall make direct contact with the
organization manager responsible for submitting responses (the
normal signatory, e.g.. site director or organization/facility
manager).

This contact will be to elicit a documented-agreement

(memorandum) as to the resoluzion or disposition of the
noncompliance in question.

The results of this contact shall be

documented and submitted to the program coordinator.
6.4

If the action required by sections 6.3.1 and 6.3.2 proves unproductive
or the criterion tf sectior 6.1.? is met, the appropriate Plant QA Staff
-'Supervisor or group head in QAB. 0..B. or PilE1
shall promptly prepare a
memorandum for the signature of the Chief (OQAB, QAB, Q~jB, or PEB,
NOTE:

In the case of CARs, the plant QA staff-superivsor may sign for

the chief, OQAB), as appropriate, to the Direc'~or, DQA, recommending the
escalation of responsibility for the requ'red correctjve act ion to the
netaporaelvlo

iemntmn
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for plant noncompliances) within the participating
organization. The
memorandum should trace the chronological history
of past communications
on the subject noncompliance and, if appropriate.
the OQA branch's'
position. reason for past rejections, and/or
the basis for escalating
corrective action responsibility.

A copy of Attachment 1 shall be

affixed to the memorandum.

A copy of the memorandum and Attachment I
shall also be submitted to the prortram coordinator
ror the audit or CAR
file, as appropriate.
6.5

The Director. DQA, in response to the memorandum,
shall ini-tiate an
immpdiate special meeting with the appropriate
level of management it in
his judgement it is warranted by the severity
or importance of the
noncompliance to QA program, license commlitments,
or safe operation of a
nuclear unit. The Director shall arrange
to discuss and resolve the
situation in a manner th~t will result
in a definitive course of action
designed to dirporition the noncompliance
report with satisfactory
corrective measures. or in exceptional
cases, a documented acceptance of
existing condition by the affected manager
where TVA policy

-the

6.6

permits.. Fot- other noncompliances with
less immediacy, the Director,
DQA. shall at-range -to discuss the item
at regularly scheduled meetings
which for nuc-lear plant sites orcur at
approximate qjuarterly intervals.
The Director, DQA. has the authority to
approve only one escalation
corrective action plan and schedule.

If unable to achieve acceptable

disposition of the noncompliance as a
result of Lhe actions described in
section 6.5 or if commitments made are
not met, the Director, OQA, shall
promptly request the Manager, P&E, to
part icipate in a conference with
the DQA Director and the affected manager
to resolve the noncompliance,

TVA 7842 (OPM.3.75)
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The Director, DQA, shall1 forward to the appropriate program coordinator

a completed copy of the Escalation Results Report. Attachment 1 that
describes the agreed disposition of the noncompliance report(s) achieved
as a result of the actions required by su~ctibn 6.5 or 6.6.

6.8

The Plant QA Staff Supervisor or Chief (QAB, QSB, OQAB or PEB) shall
notify the Director, DQA. whenever commitments achieved as a result of
the meeting of sections 6.5 and 6i.6 are not met by the cited
organization. providing him a copy of the previous escalation memorandum
and Escalation Results Report.

b.9

The program coordinator shall ensure applicable documentation including
the memorandum to the Director and documentation of meeting results
(Attachment 1) provided by the Director. DQA, or Manager. P&E, are tiled
with-the appropriate noncompliance report record ensuring that each
document identifies the affected deviation.

These dncuments shall be

processed as QA records. When notified that the noncompliance is
*

closed-. the log entry (or VIAS, if used) shall be marked accordingly.
6.10 Copies of correspondence between DQA and audited organizations related
to specific audits and/or associated corrective actions shall be
directed to NSS.

7.0

ATTACHM~ENT
Attachment 1,' Escalation Results Report
Attachment 2. Escalation Flow Chart
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ATTACIIMENT 1
ESCALATTC IN RESULTS REPORT
(InstruciLions

CAudit

on Page 2)
L

[I Corrective Action Report

Deviation Report

Report Identifier:

Escalation Memorandum RIMS No.:___
Signed:

Date:

-

Date:

Contact:
Disposition:

___________________________Completion Date:

____________

--------------------------------------------------------

(if

Action

Interim

_____________________

applicable):

Date:

__________________________Completion

_____Date:

_________

Contact:

Dispos

____Date: ---

____

Signed

it

ion:

______

__________________

Date:

__________________________Completion

Interim

Action

(if

______________________

applicable):

Sig~ned

(OPM.3.7~)
7842 (OP-M-3-75)
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Date:
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ESCALATION RESULTS REPORT
INSTRUCTIONS
The requestor shall:
1. Check the type of report being escalated.
2. Provide the unique identifier of the report (i.e.,
the identifier
applied to either the CAR or tudit deviation report.).
3. Provide the RIMS number of the escalation memorandumn
containing the
problem's history and the DQA[ parag~raph number serving
as the basis
for escalation.
4.

Include both pages of this report as an attachment
to the escalation
memorandum.

The Director. DQA shall:
1. Identify the individual contacted regarding
resolution of the problem
on the subject report.
2. Provide the specifics of the agreement achieved
with the contact
regarding the disposition of the problem. e.g. the
corrective action
(if different from that previously accepted by the
auditor) and
accepted completion date.

3. Provide the specifics regarding any interim corrective action measure
to be implemented and its
warranted and agree upon.

completion date, when such action is

'the Manator of Power & Engineerit,g (P&F.)
1.

(or designee~) shall:

Provide the same inf ormat ion as thait require~d
of the Director,

TVA 7842 (OPM.3.75)
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APPENDIX 3

TYA'S RESPONSE TO NRC REQUEST FOR INFORMATION DATED DECEMBER 20, 1985

1.

NRC REQEST
Information regarding the duties and responsibilities to be assigned to
the senior advi sor to the Board.

TVA RESPONSE

TVA has decided not to establish a senior nuclear advisor to the Board of
Directors. Instead. the responsibilities that were to be assigned to the
senior nuclear advisor have been merged with the respoesibillties of the
Manager of Nuclear Power. The Manager of Nuclear Power has the
responsibilty for directing and controlling all of TVA's nuclear
activities, and he will report directly to the Board of Directors and
TVA's General Manager. Details regarding the responsibilities of the
Manager of Nuclear Power are provided InAppendix 1.

2. NK REQUEST

Information regarding the Nuclear Safety Review Staff:

a.A description of Its organization. functions, size, and reporting
relationship.

Appendix 3
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b.An explanation of Its relationship to and Interaction with the NUSI or
OSS.

TVA RESPONSE

The Nuclear Safety Review Staff (NS15) will report to the Manager of
Nuclear Power.

TVA Iscurrently reevaluating the role of the NS*5 and

will provide the NRC with a response to Its request for Information upon
comptleton of this evaluation.

3.

NR

OVI

Information regarding the actual staff Ing of the Off Ice of Power and
Engineering (Nuclear):

a.Sizes and Internal structure of the groups making up the corporate
support el...nts of the office.

b.General qualifications of the staffs Involved Interms of education
and experience.
c. Where the lncu~wnts in the new office (down to sub-munagr level)

served inthe previous organization.
TVA RESPONE
The office of Power and Engineering (Nuiclear) Isbeing reorganized as the
Office of Nuclear Pow.t

.

Upon completion of this process,, TVA will

provide the NAC with the requested Information.

3
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4.

WSC RfOUST
In~formation Wien available. regrding the qualifications of thte
Individual selected as Mhnager-Engineeing and Construction.

As part of TVA's restructuring of Its nuclear organization. TVA has
eliminated the position of Nanager-Enginering and Construction. The
Director of Nuclear Engineering and the Director of Nuclear Construction
now report directly to the Manager of Nuclear Power.
5. I&C FMUST
Adiscussion regarding the desirability of filling the position of
Nanager-Enginering and Construction prior to restart of Sequoyo)a.

See TVA's Response to WRC Request No. 4.
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DEPUTY MANAGER
OFFICE OF NUCLEAR POWER
CURLES C. MASON ý-

OCT is - PRESENT

DEPUTY MANACAN, (MlACI, NUCLEAR OPERATIONS),
POWER AND ENGINEERING (NUCLEAR). TVA,
CNATTANOODG4

AUG834- OCT IS

,DIRECTOR. NUCLEAR OPERATIONS, AND SITE
DIRECTOR, KANSAS GAS 6 ELECTRIC LIGHT. WOLF
CREEK GENERATING STATION, IUIINGTON. KANSAS

APR $4- AM

SITE DIRECTOR. TVA. SE(WOYAN NUCLEAR PLANT

SEP

ApR

PLANT NANAMM, SEQUOYAN NUCLEAR PLANT. TVA

FES

SEP

POOE PLANT SUPERINTENDENT. WA,. WTTS BAN
NUCLEAR PLAOT

JU 76 - FEB80o

ASSISTANT POWER PLANT SUPERINTENDENT. TVA,
WATTS 8AR NUMEAN PUANT

NO a9

-

JUL 76

POWER PLANT RESULTS SUPERVISOR, SE(JUDAN
NUCEAR PLANT. WVA

SEP 67

-

NO

NUCEAR ENGINEER (PNOGRSSIVE AYVANCENIENTS).
DIVISION OF POWER PDODUCTION, TVA. CNATTANOOG

AUG 67

-

RN. 82

U.S. NAVY RESERVE. CAPTAIN (RETIRED)

JUN 60

-

AUM 67

U.S. NAVY. ACTIVE DUTY.

FEB 64

-

AUG 6S

U.S. NAVY ADVANCED NUCLEAR POWER SCNOOL AND
SLOMINE SCK!OL

1960

$.A.

09

LIEUTENANT

MIENISTRY. UNIVE RSITY OF NORTN CAROLINA

CARER NIQU.IGTS
oDIRECTED TIE DESIGN. COKSTNjCION. AND OPERATIONAL ACTIVITIES TRAT
RESULTED IN TME LICENSING Ame cma(ciAL OPERATION OF TiE w,' ,cREm
GENERIAtIUG STATION.
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o SPMED SEQUOYAN NUCLEAR PLANT AS PLANT MANAGER AND SITE DIRECTOR

FUON 1981 TNROUGH 1984. THIS PERIOD INCEVDE THE FINAL
PIEOPERATIONAL TESTING. STARTUP TESTING. AND COKNRCIAL OPERATION OF
UNIT-- IAND 2.

o0 SERVED AS PANT MANAGER OF WATTS BAR NUCLEAR PLANT DURING INITIAL
OPERATIONAL STAFFiNG AND EARLY PREOPERATIONAL TESTING.

n!LD POSITIONS OF INCREASING
RESPONSIBLITY INCLUING CONNAND OF THREE- DIFFERENT UNITS BEFORE
RETIRING WITH THE RANK OF CAPTAIN.

o AS NAVAL RESERVE OFFICER.
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ASSISTANT MANAGER OF NUCLEAR '-OWER
WILLIAM T. COTTLE
WORK EXPERIENCE
AUG 84

-

PRESENT

SITE DTOECTOR, TVA, WATTS BAR NUCLEAR PLANT

APR 84

-

AUG 84'

PLANT MANAGER, TWA, WATTS BAR NUCLEAR PLANT

SEP 81

-

APR 84

POWER PLANT SUPERINTENDENT, WVA. WATTS BAR
NUCLEAR PLANT

FEB 81

-

SEP 81

ASSISTANT POWER PLANT SUPERINTENDENT,
OPERATIONS AND ENGINEERING, TVA, SEQUOYAH
NUCLEAR PLANT

SEP 80

-

FEB 81

SUPERVISOR, PLANT COMPLIANCE STAFF AND ISEG,
TVA, SEQUOYAN NUCLEAR PLANT

JUN 78

-

SEP 80

SENIOR RESIDENT INSPECTOR/REACTOR INSPECTOR,
U.S. NRC

'40V 72

-

JUN 78

SUPERINTENDENT OF OPERATIONS/OPERATIONS
SUPERVISOR/ASSISTANT OPERATIONS
SUPERVISOR/TEST ENGINEER,,ALABAMA POWER,
-FARLEY NUCLEAR PLANT

JUN 68

-

AUG 72

U.S. NAVY, LIEUTENANT NAVAL NUCLEAR PROPULSION
PROGRAM-

EDUCATION
1968

B.S. EDUCATION, MAJOR IN MATH, AUBURN UNIVERSITY

1974-75 UNDERGRADUATE BUSINESS COURSES. TROY STATE UNIVERSITY
1979-80 '48A PROGRAM, UNIVERSITY OF TENNESSEE AT CHATTANOOGA
PROFESSIONAL MEMBERSHIPS
DEC 84

-

AMERICAN NUCtEAhi SOCIETY 3 COMMITTEE MEMBER

JAN4 84

-

SOUTHEASTERN NUCLEAR PLANT MANAGERS ASSOCIATION MEMBER

LICENSES/CERTI FICATES
1977

NRC SENIOR OPERATOR LICENSE-

1
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CAREER HIGHLIGHTS
o OVERALL MANAGEMENT OF VA S WATTS BAR NUCLEAR PLANT INCLUDING
PLANNINHG AND DIRECTING THE OPERATIONS. MAINTENANCE. ENGINEERING.
MODIFICATION. AND-AD14INISTRATION OF THE PLANT.
o AT ALABAMA POWER, FARLEY NUCLEAR PLANT, HELD POSITIONS OF TEST
ENGINEER. ASSISTANT OPERATIONS SUPERVISOR, OPERATING SUPERINTENDENT,
AND LICENSED AS A SENIOR REACTOR OPERATOR.
o SERVED ASREACTOR CONTROL DIVISION OFFICER, NUCLEAR PROPULSION.
QUALIFIED AS ENGINEERING OFFICER OF THE WATCH ON TWO PROPULSION
PLANTS.

